NCCDA Conference
November 18-19
Hosted Virtually via Hopin

Schedule of Events
Wednesday, November 18th
12:00pm—12:15pm

Welcome & Kick-Off

12:15pm—1:15pm

Opening Keynote Address

Live via Hopin
(Live)
1 NBCC Clock Hour, 1 NCDA Clock Hour

Going Boldly Forward
Tiffany Waddell-Tate, Associate Director of National Engagement,
Wake Forest University & CEO, Career Maven Consulting
Tiffany Waddell Tate is a higher-ed professional, entrepreneur, speaker, and
educator with over a decade of work in Higher Education. She holds an MA
from Wake Forest University and is a Gallup Certified Strengths Coach,
Diversity Educator, and MBTI Certified. This session will explore themes and
actionable tips related to facilitating the creation of bold, creative, and
inclusive communities of thought leadership, counseling, and coaching in 2020 and
beyond.

1:15pm—1:30pm

Break

1:30pm—2:20pm

Breakout Sessions

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Dismantling “Fit” in Higher Education and
(Live)
1 NBCC Clock Hour, 1 NCDA Clock Hour
Corporate Culture
Dr. Tierney Bates, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Special Projects and
Interim Executive Director of University Career Services,
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Fit is either an adjective or a verb, describing a candidate or defining the potential
actions of the candidate. For more than 20 years, researchers have attempted to
influence how organizations use “fit” in their hiring practices. Despite the research
this concept and how it is used in higher education and corporate culture is based
upon Eurocentric ideation. It was never developed with Black people in mind, just
like higher education in America which was designed for dominant identities,
relationships, and elitism.
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1:30pm—2:20pm

Breakout Sessions (Continued)

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Developing a Career and Substance Use
Education Program for Ex-Offenders Transitioning
out of State Prison

(Pre-recorded)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Achovia Jones, CADC, Lexington Treatment Associates,
Graduate Student, NC A&T State University
This interactive session will highlight strategies that promote resilience and growth in
three main areas: individual counseling, programming and staff development. We will
highlight recent programs where we teach students skills so they can continuously
grow and improve. A seasoned career counselor will also walk through scenarios
highlighting tools such as thought records and journaling during individual counseling
sessions so that you can help your students/clients improve their mindset. Finally,
participants will learn and discuss the goals and activities of our Career Center's
Wellness Committee, which takes a holistic approach to wellness for its staff
members.

It's Who You Know That Helps You Grow! Career and
Community Partnerships for Youth, Education,
and Businesses

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Barbara Wiggins, Co-owner, Tim Wiggins Inspections
Wake Forest, North Carolina is home to the original Wake Forest University, yet the
community spirit and focus on education, families, and communities has remained
even though the University moved west. Through innovation and advocacy,
partnership programs have been developed. Best practices include the Wake Forest
Career Readiness Academy, Wake County Public School System Internship
Programs, Reality of Money, North Eastern Business Alliance, North Eastern
Regional Youth Leadership Conference, Wake Forest Chamber of Commerce Youth
Leadership Program and more. Partnerships exist between businesses, schools,
post-secondary institutions, the Town of Wake Forest, the Chamber of Commerce,
community organizations and others. This session will focus on development,
implementation and outcomes of the programs.

2:20pm—2:30pm

Break

2:30pm—3:20pm

Breakout Sessions

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Where does time go?

(Live)
0.75 NBCC Clock Hour, 1 NCDA Clock Hour

Dr. Angela Smith, Associate Teaching Professor, NC State University
Katie Peterssen, Assistant Director of Career Development, Meredith College
This interactive session will focus on the concept of the work life integration and
begin with an overview of Kaleidoscope Career Theory (KCT). KCT will be applied to
understanding how we prioritize our time and shift our focus in response to the
changing demands of our multiple life roles. Recent statistics and relevant studies on
the makeup of the US workforce and work life balance will be presented. Presenters
will highlight the impacts of Covid-19 and current social justice movements. Through
an interactive exercise, participants will reflect on their own primary life roles and
assess where their time is currently being spent. Participants will also identify
strategies for integrating this approach into their own work with clients or students.
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2:30pm—3:20pm

Breakout Sessions (Continued)

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Resume Development for Career Reinvention in Uncertain Times

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Lesah Beckhusen, Career Consultant & President, SkillScan
Jamie Johnson, Founder, Paths2take Consulting
Uncertain times compel job seekers to think more flexibly and creatively about job
possibilities. To reinvent oneself for new opportunities, coaches help clients to take a
fresh look at their skills and strengths, experiences, and education to identify relevant
job openings and repackage themselves for promising opportunities. This interactive
webinar will take counselors through an innovative step-by-step process to assist
clients in gaining personal clarity of their strengths, explore relevant career options,
and create a hybrid resume to achieve their new role.

Career Crashers: Busting through the chaos of COVID-19
(Live)
with clever career creations
1 NCDA Clock Hour
Megan McMillen, Career Development Coordinator, Cumberland County
Schools
Nore Brantley, Career Development Coordinator, Cumberland County
Schools
When the doors of our schools closed in March of 2020, we knew we would still need
to provide work-based learning opportunities for our students. We also recognized
that we needed a digital platform and a plan, so we busted through the chaos of
COVID-19 with the clever career creation known as The Career Corner with Nore
and Megan. We crashed through the Bitmoji craze to create digital classrooms
designed for student career exploration.

3:20pm—3:30pm

Break

3:30pm—4:20pm

Breakout Sessions

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Using Technology to Remap the School-to-Nowhere
Pipeline

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Russell Gentry, Educator, Eastern Randolph High School,
Graduate Student, NC State University
The pandemic has put the precarious position of so many of our high schoolers in
sharp relief. While many struggle with familiar challenges like teen pregnancy and
under utilization of career alignment resources, more and more students now also
face new obstacles such as having to enter the workforce early to support their
families while being asked to complete an education that seems to lead nowhere.
Nevertheless, this time also offers an opportunity to develop new technological and
theoretical tools to set a wider range of students up for fulfilling careers and stable
transitions from high school into the workforce.
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3:30pm—4:20pm

Breakout Sessions (Continued)

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

From Student to Employee: Supporting the Career and
Mental Health Implications of the Workforce Transition
During Challenging Times

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Dr. Beth Vincent, Assistant Professor & Field Experience Coordinator of
Counselor Education program, Campbell University
Kristen Wagner-Hilt, Career Counseling Intern, Meredith College,
Graduate Student, Campbell University
For first-time employees, the transition from the school to workplace environment
can be challenging in a variety of ways. With the addition of the COVID-19 pandemic
shifting workforce culture, this brings added challenges for first-time employees to
face. Teleworking, virtual onboarding and lack of physical proximity to coworkers
amplifies previous transition stressors. This presentation will emphasize why it is
important for career practitioners to address both, normative transitional issues and
those related to the current pandemic, and discuss ways to assist diverse individuals
engaging in the transition process.

Be Bold, Be Curious
Catherine Allen, Assistant Director, Duke University

(Pre-recorded)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

This session will build the case for curiosity as a key to innovation and
exploration in career development. The session will include three parts: the what,
why and how of curiosity. These parts will include examples of various
professionals whose careers highlight the practice of curiosity, discuss the value
and challenges of curiosity, and how to begin a curiosity practice for yourself or
your students.

4:20pm—4:30pm

Break

4:30pm—5:30pm

Networking Session

(Live via Hopin)

Join us virtually for time to network, build connections, and get to know colleagues
across various career development sectors. This will be a “speed dating” style event.
You will have about 5 minutes to connect with colleagues before meeting someone
new. This is a free-flowing event. We encourage you to join us as your time permits.

Thursday, November 19th
8:00am—8:50am

Morning Musings

(Live via Hopin)

Katie Peterssen, NCCDA President
Join us online for coffee & conversations with career development colleagues! We'll
begin the conversation with a brief welcome at 8:00 am and then move into breakout
rooms for casual conversations. With the current state of the workforce, economy,
and education, there is plenty to discuss! This is a free-flowing event, we encourage
you to join us as your time permits.
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8:50am – 9:00am

Break

9:00am – 9:50am

Breakout Sessions

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

Career Services during a Pandemic: A Global Perspective

(Pre-recorded)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Dr. Nadia Korobova, Associate Director, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
Chris Lewandowski, Assistant Director, College of Engineering &
Computing Satellite Office, University of South Carolina, Career Center
Going boldly forward serving incoming international and outgoing study abroad
students. It is without a doubt that the pandemic profoundly affected all college
students in a variety of ways. But international and study abroad students are
experiencing additional hardships. International students are facing travel restrictions,
a struggling job market, visa uncertainties, xenophobia, and more. Study abroad
students are facing programs cut short, programs being postponed, or cancelled all
together. How can career professionals assist these students best? Provide with
customized career counseling? Aid them effectively and efficiently with their next
steps?

Creating Your Work/Life Boundaries: Using assessment
to align values with actions

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Marcy Bullock, Director of Professional Development, NC State University
Alex Ricciutti, Career Advisor, Furman University
Have you been challenged by integrating your work and personal life into a formula
that allows you to juggle all of the balls in the air without dropping any? Are you an
Integrator, Separator, Cyler, Work First or Personal First type? Complete this new
quiz and find out how to best utilize your type for a life of success. Working remotely
has magnified the importance of understanding your values and aligning your actions
accordingly at all stages of your professional career.

Building Champions: Researching Community
College Involvement in SkillsUSA

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Dr. Laura Maldonado, Senior Research Associate, NC State University The Belk Center for Community College Leadership and Research
There are 11 nationally-recognized career and technical student organizations
(CTSOs), which receive funding from the U.S. Congress (NCCCTSO, 2018).
SkillsUSA is a CTSO available at postsecondary institutions for students enrolled in
technical, skilled, and service occupational training programs. This session highlights
a qualitative research study exploring student, alumni, and advisor participation in
SkillsUSA at two community colleges in North Carolina. Using the Psychology of
Working Theory (Duffy et al., 2016) to frame the study, findings revealed that
participation in SkillsUSA influenced students’ work choices, initiative, and confidence
in overcoming obstacles. NCCDA awarded a 2019-20 Best Practices Grant for this
research.

9:50am—10:00am

Break

10:00am—10:50am Breakout Sessions

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin
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10:00am—10:50am Breakout Sessions (Continued)

Live & pre-recorded options via Hopin

A Case Study Approach to Ethics in
Career Development

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Lakeisha Mathews, Director of the Career and Professional
Development, University of Baltimore
Nadirah Pippen, Director, Career Center, University of North Carolina—
Wilmington
Ethical dilemmas are an inevitable part of the complex real world in which we live and
work. Approached well, these difficult situations become prime opportunities for
learning and effective practice. Come to this presentation to experience a
proactive, positive approach to enhancing our ethical sensitivities and learning ethical
decision-making strategies.

Career Counselors as Managers: Using Strengths to Develop (Pre-recorded)
an Engaged Team
1 NCDA Clock Hour
Dana Sumner, Director, Meredith College
Jane Matthews, Assistant Director of Employer Relations, Meredith College
As career counselors many of us enter supervisory roles because we were
successful in a nonmanagerial role or we had significant experience and longevity in
our organization or field. These two reasons don’t guarantee that managers are
effective or that members of their team will be committed to their work and
organization. Ongoing training and development is crucial to supervisors as they lead
teams in creating environments where members are clear about goals and desired
outcomes of the center and the institution. As career counselors we have these
conversations with students; let’s start having them with our managers and teams!

Best Practices Grant: Member Spotlight

(Live)

Moderator: Emily Gomez, Federal Sector Program Manager,
Hire Heroes USA
In this panel-style session, previous recipients of the NCCDA Best Practices Grant
will share their success stories. Hear from the following:
1. Discussing, Realizing, (and) Achieving, Maximum Success (D.R.E.A.M.S.) Regina Gavin-Williams, North Carolina Central University, Dr. Taheera Blount
(Co-PI), North Carolina Central University, Damon Toone (graduate student),
North Carolina Central University, Naiya Bethea (graduate student),
North Carolina Central University
2. LEADing the way with the NC Career Information System - Kaitlyn Bayley,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Catherine Allen, Duke University
3. An Examination of the Experiences of Community College Students Who
Participate in SkillsUSA: A Case Study Approach - Laura Maldonado,
North Carolina State University

Career Counselor Education for High & Middle Schools

(Pre-recorded)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

Tanya Guinn, Career Counselor, Wake County Public Schools
Innovation: Remote or not Remote learning: creativity is the key when high & middle
school Career Development Coordinators collaborate! A Virtual College Fair, Career
Fair, Truck Career Fair and Career Cafes were implemented.
Receive step-by-step instructions how to create your own or make a copy of the ones
already done.
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10:50am—11:00am Break
11:00am—12:00pm NCCDA Business Meeting & Awards and Recognition

(Live)

12:00pm—12:15pm Break
12:15pm—1:30pm

Closing Keynote Address & Remarks

(Live)
1 NCDA Clock Hour

When it all falls down: A college dropout's guide to hope, work,
and purpose
Dr. Donovan Livingston, Assistant Dean, Office of University
Collaborations - Wake Forest University
Donovan Livingston is an award-winning educator, spoken word poet, and public
speaker. Livingston recently completed a Ph.D. in Educational Leadership
and Cultural Foundations at UNC-Greensboro, where he studied the impact of hip
hop and spoken word poetry in student experiences in higher education.
Dr. Livingston will discuss the four pillars of Hip-Hop Based Education
(HHBE) and how attendees can critically reflect upon the ways in which college
and career counselors engage, serve, and build meaningful relationships with
their students.

NCDA approved all sessions for NCDA CE hours except for the best practices grant session, networking sessions, and business meeting totaling up to 7 CE hours. More than 7 CE hours will be the
responsibility of the attendee to pay the fee for additional CEs beyond 7 CE hours.

2020 NCCDA Conference Going Boldly Forward: Advocating & Innovating for Change has been approved by NBCC for NBCC credit. Sessions approved for NBCC credit are clearly identified. North
Carolina Career Development Association (NCCDA) is solely responsible for all aspects of the program. NBCC Approval No. SP-3554.

NCCDA Contact Information:
Meredith College, Attn: Beth Hwang, Asst. Director, StrongPoints,
3800 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27607
nccdamembers@gmail.com | https://nccdaonline.org

Please see the next few pages for the keynote speakers’ bios and NBCC Approved Presenter Information.
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Keynote Presenter Bios
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NBCC Approved Presenter Information
Going Boldly Forward: Opening Keynote Session
Program Content: The opening keynote session will explore themes and actionable tips related to facilitating
the creation of bold, creative, and inclusive communities of thought leadership, counseling, and coaching in
2020 and beyond. As practitioners focused on career development in various contexts with a variety of
constituents, how might we press reset and reimagine our role in the future of work, with an eye for bold and
innovative thinking, with a penchant for action?
Learning Objectives:
● Participants will learn strategies for facilitating behaviors of inclusion in 1:1 and group
coaching/counseling settings + program development + meetings with colleagues.
● Participants will learn resources for additional reflection and consideration related to creating inclusive
communities for clients and colleagues.
● Participants will learn how to maximize their influence as career development leaders to
promote diversity, equity, and inclusion into learning & development resources related to
the future of work for clients/students.
● Participants will learn to integrate accountability partners into personal & professional practice to ensure
ongoing learning, development, and integration of key takeaways in future.
Presenter: Tiffany Waddell Tate, Associate Director of National Engagement, Wake Forest University &
CEO, Career Maven Consulting
Education/Qualifications:
MA, Liberal Studies, Wake Forest University, 2011
Training Relevant to topic:
Diversity Educator Certification, Executive Diversity Services, Inc.
Gallup Strengths Coach Certification
Emotional Intelligence Intensive Training, Winter Institute for Intercultural Communication
Professional Licenses or Certifications:
Gallup Certified Strengths Coach, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Certified, Diversity Educator
Certification (Executive Diversity Services, Inc.), Career Development Facilitator Certification

Dismantling "Fit' in Higher Education and Corporate Culture
Program Content: Fit is either an adjective or a verb, describing a candidate or defining the potential actions
of the candidate. For more than 20 years, researchers have attempted to influence how organizations use “fit”
in their hiring practices (Bowen, Ledford, & Nathan, 1991). Despite the research this concept and how it is

used in higher education and corporate culture is based upon Eurocentric ideation. It was never developed
with Black people in mind, just like higher education in America which was designed for dominant identities,
relationships, and elitism.
Learning Objectives:
● How an organization defines Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging.
● Looking for inequity regimes, practices, and terms coded in whiteness.
● Apply Equity -Inspired Design Think
● Measurements and accountability.
Presenter: Dr. Tierney Bates, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Special Projects and Interim Executive Director of
University Career Services
Education/Qualifications:
MA, Higher Education Administration, University of Akron, 2002
MBA, Bryan College, 2014
PhD, Educational Leadership, Spalding University, 2018
Training Relevant to topic:
https://community.naceweb.org/blogs/tierney-bates1/2020/07/27/dismantling-fit-in-higher-education-and-corpor
ate
Professional Licenses or Certifications:
N/A

Where Does the Time Go?
Program Content: Pump the brakes! Going boldly forward in a meaningful way requires that we pause and
reorient ourselves to our core values and priorities. Now more than ever, our many life roles are demanding
simultaneous attention. We will apply Kaleidoscope Career Theory to bring focus to how we choose to spend
our time. Is work life balance possible? We will look at the status of work life integration in the US and then
engage in an activity to reflect on your own time, priorities and values. This session will focus on you, the
career professional, though strategies shared can be applied to work with clients or students of all ages.
Learning Objectives:
1. Review basic Kaleidoscope Career Theory tenets and application to assessing concerns in work life
balance.
2. Identify and prioritize primary life roles, integrating work, family and other interests.
3. Reflect and explore how current life roles and priorities align with core values.
4. Develop a plan to create changes necessary for a greater alignment between goals and values.
5. List specific self-care strategies to consider as you navigate your life roles during the uncertain times of
the dual pandemics
Presenters: Dr. Angela Smith & Katie Peterssen
Presenter Name: Dr. Angela Smith, Associate Teaching Professor, North Carolina State University

Education/Qualifications:
MEd Counselor Education, North Carolina State University, 2004
PhD Counselor Education, minor psychology, North Carolina State University, 2009
Training Relevant to Topic: Master’s degree, career counselor, licensed professional counselor, teach career
counseling at the college/graduate level for master’s and doctoral students.
Professional Licenses or Certifications: LCMHC, LCMHC-S, ACS, NCC
Presenter Name: Katie Peterssen, Assistant Director, Career Development, Meredith College
Education/Qualifications:
MEd Counselor Education, North Carolina State University, 2015
Training Relevant to Topic: Master’s degree, career counselor, licensed professional counselor associate, 5
years post-graduate career counseling professional experience.
Professional Licenses or Certifications: NCLMHCA, NCC

